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Author’s response to reviews:

Response for reviewer comments:

Based on reviewers comment: the word ‘timely’ was removed throughout the text of the manuscript and we put the definition of timely as ‘………at 6 months of age’.

The phrase ‘multivariable binary’ was placed before logistic regression in abstract, method and result sections.

‘AOR’ was spelled out as ‘Adjusted Odds Ratio’ in the Abstract part.

Table 1 is annexed and in the method section it is indicated as ‘see table1 annexed’

Percents are presented using whole numbers both in the tables and in the text.

Based on reviewers comment: tables 2 & 4 are combined in a way that clearly understand socio demographic description and help how COR and AOR in table 4 are calculated, and also for future ease access of data if meta-analysis required researchers.